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ABSTRACT
The geographic coordinates of the observatory on the Catalina Mountains are obtained by reference to the geodetic marker
on nearby Mt. Bigelow.

TheLaboratory
Catalina Station
theadjacent
Lunar and
Planetary
occupiesoftwo
sites,
I and II.
Figure 1 shows their approximate locations with
respect to the Catalina Highway to Mt. Lemmon,
which is the summit of the Santa Catalina Mountains
at 9185 ft (2800 m). Sites I and II were selected as
being 10 miles closer to the University by road (36
mi) and burdened with less snow in winter than Mt.
Lemmon. At present the 21-inch telescope is located
on Site I (the prospective location of the 60-inch
telescope), while the 28-inch telescope is located on
Site II, with various other instruments to follow later.
Because no geodetically-determined points were
visible from reflector locations at either Site I or Site
II, their locations could not be found by triangulation. However, a marker is located on Mt. Bigelow,
about 0.2 mi north of the Palisades Ranger Station
(see Fig. 1) and within a mile of Site I. According
to information received from the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey in Washington, the coordinates of
the brass tablet marked "Bigelow 1937" are: west
longitude 110°42,49'.'483, north latitude 32°24'55V438, elevation 8550 ft.
In order to connect the stations with this refer
ence point, a Bausch & Lomb theodolite with rod
and tape were used to survey a polygonic line along
the road to Mt. Bigelow. Pegs were put down about

200 ft apart along the side of the road. The theodo
lite set-up between the pegs was used to read the
azimuths and elevations, while the distances were
measured with a steel tape rather than by the stadia
arrangement. Azimuth and elevation could be read
to 1 minute of arc. The direction of the instrument's
magnetic needle could be read to 0.10 of a degree.
Whenever possible, the differences in elevation were
read to 0.01 ft on the rod, but many parts of the
road were so steep that it was necessary to use the
vertical circle.
Before the survey, the deviation of the needle
from the meridian was determined by observing
Polaris on 1963 October 7. This procedure took
place from a point at west longitude 7h23I?6 and
north latitude 32°7'. The azimuth of Polaris was
computed by means of the tables in The American
Ephemeris as a function of the local sidereal time.
The work was started October 8 from Mt. Bige
low, and went down to peg 15. On October 9 the
surveying was continued to peg 32. On October 10
the measures were first extended to peg 37, at a
point where the road splits off to Site II of the 28inch dome. Then the measures were started from
Site II, going down from peg 60 to 71 and connect
ing the latter with peg 37. A half day more was spent
October 11 connecting peg 37 with the location of

